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System Control
Panel

AL-4617 (3A/18 VAC)
AL-4017 (1A/24 VAC)

each with

16 embedded inputs
1 embedded output

Arming
station
keypad
AL-1111

Memory expansion module (must match panel)

Embedded: 4 lock relay outputs

System expansion modules

Memory expansion module 
AL-1830, AL 1831, or AL-1832 for up to 65,535 users

Embedded: Up to four doors per DGP with 
four inputs and four readers/keypads per door

Zone input expansion module 
AL-1206 for 8 additional inputs 

Relay output expansion module 
AL-1813 for 8 additional outputs
AL-1810 for 4 additional outputs

Zone input expansion module 
AL-1206 for 8 additional inputs 

Relay output expansion module 
AL-1813 for 8 additional outputs
AL-1810 for 4 additional outputs

Relay output expansion module
AL-1813 or AL-1810

Alliance software
(PSTN or LAN/WAN)

Alliance software
AL-Prof (single seat)

AL-Entr (1 server, 4 seats)

Hardwired
or

remote

Computer interface
AL-1801

TCP/IP interface
AL-1806

Cameras and DVMR

Central station receiver
(PSTN or LAN/WAN)

Wiegand
interface
AL-1170

Wireless DGP
AL-1231

Point ID DGP
AL-1291

4-Door
Controller DGP

AL-1256
(18 VAC)

Smart readers

I/O expanders and sensors

Wireless sensors and keyfobs
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Basic system capacity for Alliance 4017 and 4617

LAN/WAN

RS-232

RS-232

Ethernet

- or -

PSTN line to CMSs
 (central monitoring stations)

PSTNLAN

Embedded memory: 200 users

Embedded alarms: two sirens, one 

strobe, one tamper, and one bell/relay 

Embedded control panel connections provide for a maximum  of 256 system inputs, 255 system outputs, 
15 DGP addresses, and 16 RAS devices. Note that some DGPs use more than one address.

Embedded: 1-amp siren

Memory expansion module (must match panel)

Embedded: 4 programmable 
relay outputs

Embedded: Up to four elevators per DGP

Relay output expansion module
AL-1813 or AL-1810

4-Elevator
Controller DGP

AL-1265
(18 VAC)

Embedded: 1-amp siren

AL-1210 with 8 inputs
AL-1220 with 4 inputs
(expand only outputs)

AL-1205 with 8 inputs and power
(expands inputs and outputs)

4-Elevator Controller DGP
Each can add up to four
elevators to the system

to a maximum of 12
four-elevator DGPs (not 15)

and 150 floor-selection 
relays per system.

4-Door Controller DGP
Each can add up to 

four doors to the system 
to a maximum of 

12 four-door DGPs (not 15)
and 48 intelligent access

doors per system.

Point ID DGP
Each can add up to 
16 addressable I/O

expanders and sensors
to the system.

Wireless DGP
Each can add up to 

16 wireless
sensors and keyfobs

to the system.

Data Gathering
Panels (DGP)

Each can add inputs or
outputs to the system

as specified.

Remote Arming
Stations (RAS)

Add up to 16 RAS per
system and they can be 
keypads, Smart readers,

or Wiegand readers.
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For expanded system capacity, contact your security professional. 
Each device can be up to 5,000 ft. (1524 m) from the panel. 
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